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Abstract
This paper improves a classiﬁer system, ACS (Anticipatory Classiﬁer System). The suggested classiﬁer system is named ACSM
(ACS with Memory) which consists of a method of discerning the aliased states in a POMDP (Partially Observable Markov De-
cision Process), and choosing the proper action based on the internal memory and the sensory information around the agent. A
POMDP is one of Markov decision process such that an agent observes local information about the environment. This paper exe-
cutes some numerical experiments using eight kinds of maze problems which are well used as benchmark problems for POMDPs.
ACSM achieves greater experimental result than the existing classiﬁer systems for the maze problems.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
In classiﬁer system, an agent consists of multiple action rules (called classiﬁers). An action rule consists of hypoth-
esis part and ac Each classiﬁer is evaluated based on the result of the interaction between an agent and the environment,
and classiﬁers are improved based on the evaluation. Action rules of an agent in the classiﬁer system are deﬁned as
a combination of a environmental condition and an action of an agent. The rules have a mechanism such like as of
reinforcement learning. Here, a rule is judged as that is matches the environmental condition, the condition part of a
classiﬁer includes don′t care () which makes that any corresponding environmental condition matches. This mech-
anism enables an agent to decreases the minimum number of rules to be capable of adapting an environment and the
classiﬁers are updated more eﬀectively, even if the environment is complex. The classiﬁer systems are widely applied
to many ﬁelds such as autonomous robot engineering3,17, classiﬁcation problems and data mining8,16,20, and so forth.
Cognitive system5,6,7 is adaptive behavior mechanism in a dynamic environment, and the cognitive system is em-
ployed as a basic technique of classiﬁer systems. Several diﬀerent types of classiﬁer systems are suggested in the
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related papers9,18,19. For example, ZCS(Zeroth-level Classiﬁer System)18 updates the classiﬁers to enlarge the re-
wards or payoﬀs form the environment. In a environment such that an agent receives a high reward after a sequence of
several particular actions, it is diﬃcult to obtain the action sequence by ZCS. Because a part of classiﬁers consisting of
the sequence receive discounted reward or they do not receive the reward, and they vanish during the evolving process
in despite of that an agent requires the classiﬁers for obtaining the high reward. Wilson proposed XCS(eXtended
Classiﬁer System)19 which the classiﬁers are updated based on product of expected payoﬀ and prediction accuracy
of each classiﬁer. Stolzmann14,15 proposed ACS(Anticipatory Classiﬁer System) and Butz et al. 1 and Butz and Stolz-
mann2 proposed ACS2 which is a revised ACS such that predicts environmental changes caused by the agents action
in accordance with corresponding classiﬁer. The classiﬁer in ACS or ACS2 consists not only of condition part and
action part but also eﬀect part which predicts the environmental change.
Suppose that an agent selects an action on the basis of the sensory environmental information around the agent, the
classiﬁer of the agent which is deﬁned in IF-THEN form consists of sensory environmental information and action.
An aliased state is a state such that cannot be identiﬁed based only on the sensory information of the agent. In an
environment including several aliased states, an agent cannot always select adequate actions at the aliased states. A
Markov decision process which an agent can observe partially environmental information is called POMDP(Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process), in general, a POMDP includes multiple aliased states. For such problems
induced by the aliased states, several extended systems of XCS using internal memory, XCSM(XCS-Memory)11,
XCSMH(XCSM-Hierarchic)12, PSXCS(Paralles Specialized XCS)4, XCSAT(XCS with internal Action Table) and so
forth, are proposed. XCSAT discriminates the aliased states on the basis of payoﬀ ﬂuctuation of classiﬁers. Nishizaki
et al. 13 indicated that XCSAT has the higher performance to the benchmark problems for POMDPs, the maze prob-
lems, comparing to the other existing classiﬁer systems. However, XCSAT leaves some problems for obtaining the
optimal policy for POMDPs such that the success rate of an agent obtaining the optimal policy for reaching a goal
in several large scale maze problems is not high, and XCSAT requires long-run learning process for discovering
appropriate policy.
This paper develops new classiﬁer system based on ACS21,2, and we named it ACSM(ACS with Memory), which
has similar mechanisms for discrimination of aliased states and uses internal memory as like XCSAT13. In ACS2,
a classiﬁer consists not only of condition part and action part, but also eﬀect part which predicts the change of the
environment due to the corresponding action of the classiﬁer. And the classiﬁers are improved on the basis of the
predicted payoﬀ and accuracy of the prediction by the eﬀect part. This paper conducts numerical experiments using
the existing classiﬁer systems, ACS2, XCSAT and ACSM on several kinds of maze problems, and the experimental
results indicates that ACSM has higher performance than other classiﬁer systems.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follows: In section 2, we brieﬂy describe outline of classiﬁer system. The
proposed method, ACSM, is described in section 3, and numerical experiments are executed in section 4. Finally, we
conclude in section 5.
2. Classiﬁer system
An agent holds multiple action rules deﬁned in IF-THEN form, and the rules are called classiﬁers. A classiﬁer
consists of a condition part and an action part, which are corresponds to the sensory information of the environment
and an action of the agent, respectively. Based on the rewards which an agent obtains from the environment, the
parameters such as ﬁtness of the classiﬁers are updated, and the classiﬁers which adapt to the environment remain.
We brieﬂy introduce the related works about classiﬁer systems in this section.
2.1. Related works
A framework of classiﬁer systems was initially proposed by Holland5,6, called a cognitive system. The procedure
of the cognitive system is complex, and some simpler approaches are proposed. For example, Jong9 proposes a
classiﬁer system such that the classiﬁers of the agents are updated by using genetic algorithms. And subsequently a
wide variety of classiﬁer systems have been developed1,2,11,10,13,18,19.
Especially, in ACS developed by Stolzmann14,15, the classiﬁer of an agent consist not only of condition part and
action part in IF-THEN form but also eﬀect part which indicates change of the environment due to the corresponding
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action of the agent. Additionally, the classiﬁers in ACS are updated using genetic algorithms and reinforcement
learning based on the prediction accuracy of the eﬀect part. And subsequently Butz et al. 1 and Butz and Stolzmann2
proposed ACS2 by improving the genetic algorithm in ACS.
2.2. Anticipatory classiﬁer system 2(ACS2)
In ACS21,2, a classiﬁer cli consists of a condition part cli.C, an action part cli.A, and an eﬀect part cli.E, and
each classiﬁer has two kinds of parameters, predicted payoﬀ cli.r and prediction accuracy cli.q. An agent obtains the
information about the environment, and makes a comparison between the information and the condition part of each
classiﬁer cli.C. The agent selects an action corresponding to a classiﬁer which cli.C matches the sensory information.
As noted above, the eﬀect part cli.E indicates change of the environment due to the agent′s action deﬁned by the
action part cli.A. A rough sketch of ﬂowchart of ACS2 is described in Fig. 1.
Observe the environment
START
Generate a match set [M]
Generate an action set [A]
Choose an action
Update the environment and receive reward
Covering
Confirmation of the effect part
Update prediction accuracy
and effect part
cli .q )(
NO
YES
and fitness
cli .r )(
cli .E )(
cli .F )(
Satisfy the condition to finish?
END
Update predicted payoff
Fig. 1. Flowchart of ACS2
Let a set of classiﬁers [M] a match set that match the sensory information of the environment which is the agent
observes. A single classiﬁer is selected from [M] by using -greedy method based on the ﬁtness value cli.F =
cli.r × cli.q, i.e., a single classiﬁer which has the maximum value of ﬁtness in the match set [M] is selected with a
probability 1 − , and a classiﬁer is randomly selected form [M] with a probability . In case that there are multiple
classiﬁers with maximum value of ﬁtness, a single classiﬁer is randomly selected from them. The agent selects an
action corresponding to the action part cli.A of the selected classiﬁer cli. Here, let a set of classiﬁers [A] which have
the similar action part as the selected classiﬁer. Note that [A] is a subset of [M].
2.2.1. Evolution of the classiﬁers
After the action of the agent, the parameters of the classiﬁers, the predicted payoﬀ cli.r, the prediction accuracy
cli.q, and the ﬁtness value cli.F , in the action set [A] are updated based on the achieved reward ρ. And on the basis of
the ﬁtness values, the condition part cli.C of each classiﬁers in [A] is updated by using genetic algorithms. Here, we
employee the roulette selection, one-point crossover, and mutation for the genetic operation. Note that the action parts
of the classiﬁers in an action set are same, therefore, the range of the application of the genetic operation is limited to
the action part.
An agent observes the change of the environment due to the action of the agent. The eﬀect part indicates the
prediction of the change, and an agent compares the sensory information and the eﬀect part of each classiﬁer in
the action set [A]. The eﬀect part of the classiﬁers are modiﬁed to correspond with the environmental change. The
prediction accuracy is updated by following equation.
cli.q←
{
β + (1 − β)cli.q, if the eﬀect part is correct ,
(1 − β)cli.q, otherwise , (1)
where β ∈ (0, 1] is a learning rate. Next, the predicted payoﬀ cli.r and the ﬁtness cli.F are updated.
cli.r ← cli.r + β(ρ + γmax P − cli.r), (2)
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cli.F ← cli.q × cli.r, (3)
where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount rate, and max P indicates the maximum value of the predicted payoﬀs of the classiﬁers
which match the environment after the predicted change deﬁned at the eﬀect part of each classiﬁer.
2.2.2. Covering algorithm
The classiﬁers are updated using the genetic algorithms, therefore, appropriate number or more of classiﬁers are
required for eﬀective learning. If the number of classiﬁers included in a match set is less than a given number, then
a new classiﬁers are added to the match set. By this procedure, called covering, the diversity of the search for the
optimal policy is assured, because the number of classiﬁers in a match set is more than or equal to the given number.
The condition parts of newly added classiﬁers by covering match the sensory information of the environment, and the
action parts and eﬀect parts are randomly generated. Here, the number of all classiﬁers of an agent is limited, and if
the number of all classiﬁers becomes more than the limited number by the covering, then several classiﬁers witch have
the lowest ﬁtness values are deleted to the number of all classiﬁers becomes less than or equal to the limited number.
2.3. Aliased states in POMDPs
Maze problems are widely used as benchmark for POMDPs in the existing literature. A maze problem is a two or
three dimensional grid environment, and it consists of wall, corridor, start, and goal cells. In a maze problem, an agent
begins an episode from a start cell and move toward a goal cell along the grid. Agent observes eight cells around the
agent in the direction of right, left, top, bottom, and diagonal four cells. The agent discriminates between a corridor,
a wall, and a goal, i.e., the agent recognizes a start cell as a corridor cell. On the basis of the sensory information of
the cells around the agent, the agent selects and moves one direction from eight. The optimal policy of the agent at
a maze problem would generate the shortest path from a start to a goal. Even though a maze problem is very simple
as woods10011 shown in Fig. 2, it is diﬃcult for an agent to obtain the optimal policy by using ACS2 if the maze
problem includes aliased states.
1 2 3 G 4 5 6
Fig. 2. A maze problem woods100
Woods100 consists of six corridors 1, 2, . . . , 6 and a goal G, and surrounded by walls. An agent starts from cell 1
or 6, and moves toward G based on the sensory information. Here, the sensory information and moving of the agent
is only left or right in a woods100. The optimal policy for an agent moving with shortest path based on the sensory
information at each cell is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Classiﬁers for the maze problem woods100 and corresponding cells
Condition Part Action Part
Corresponding cell (left) (right) (moving direction)
1 wall corridor right
2 corridor corridor right
3 corridor Goal right
4 Goal corridor left
5 corridor corridor left
6 corridor wall left
Woods100 consists of six corridors 1, 2, . . . 6 and a goal G, and surrounded by walls. An agent starts from cell 1
or 6, and moves toward G based on the sensory information. Here, the sensory information and moving of the agent
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is only left or right in a woods100. The optimal policy for an agent moving with shortest path based on the sensory
information at each cell is shown in Table 1.
Because the number of corridors of woods100 is 6, the minimum number of classiﬁers of the optimal policy is
6, such that the classiﬁers are one-to-one correspondence with the corridors. From Table 1, the condition part of
the classiﬁers corresponding to cells 2 and 5 are same to each other, however, the action for the optimal policy are
diﬀerent. Therefore, the cells 2 and 5 are aliased states, this is the reason that an agent cannot obtain the optimal
policy where the agent selects an action based on the sensory information.
This paper proposes a method of discrimination of the aliased states and constructs a new classiﬁer system based
on ACS2 including internal memory to obtain the optimal policy.
3. ACS with internal memory
This paper proposes a new method for discovering the aliased states in a maze problems, and constructs a classiﬁer
system based on ACS2 including internal memory for which an agent selects a certain action of the optimal policy.
This paper calls the proposed classiﬁer system as ACSM(ACS2 with Memory). In ACSM, if an environmental state
is estimated as an aliased state, the condition part of a classiﬁer is extended as to compare not only to the current state
but also the information of the past sensory information and actions of the agent. This section describes the method
of discovering the aliased states in a maze problem and of an agent choosing an action at an aliased state.
3.1. Discerning aliased states
A classiﬁer system without internal memory such as ACS2, the predicted payoﬀ cli.r and the prediction accuracy
cli.q of a classiﬁer corresponding to non-aliased states converge a certain value after a number of corresponding
experiences. However, because of the appropriate actions at the distinct aliased states are diﬀer from each other, the
predicted payoﬀ cli.r of the classiﬁer corresponding to the aliased states has a great potential to ﬂuctuate, and the
prediction accuracy cli.q does not get higher. Therefore, a match set corresponding to an aliased state is thought to
include some classiﬁers such that the ﬁtness values cli.F = cli.r × cli.q are in the same range and the action parts are
diﬀer from each other. This paper proposes to distinguish between the diﬀerent aliased states by focusing attention on
this ﬂuctuation of the ﬁtness value of the classiﬁers.
Here, we give a explanation the method to distinguish the aliased states by using the maze problem woods100
shown in Fig. 2. After quite a number of learning of an agent for woods100, the agent selects corresponding ap-
propriate direction at non-aliased states, cells 1,3,4, and 6. However, the agent cannot obtain the optimal policy
corresponding to the aliased states, cells 2 and 5. A condition part of the classiﬁer corresponding to the cell 2 is
{left:corridor, right:corridor}, and it is same as of the classiﬁer corresponding to the cell 5. Now, suppose a classiﬁer
corresponding to the cell 2 be cli, and the action part cli.A be f right g. The predicted payoﬀ cli.r is updated by (2) by
the agent choosing an action of moving right, then the maximum value of the predicted payoﬀs of the classiﬁers which
correspond to the sensory information, i.e., cell 3, is assigned to max P. By the above mentioned update, the predicted
payoﬀs of the classiﬁers whose condition parts correspond to the cells 2 and 5 and the action parts are moving right
enlarges. Therefore, the action of moving right tends to be chosen, and if the agent selects moving right, then the
predicted payoﬀ and prediction accuracy are updated by (1) and (2) by the maximum value of the predicted payoﬀ
of the classiﬁers corresponding to the cell 6 is assigned to max P. In general, after suﬃcient number of learning, the
predicted payoﬀs of the classiﬁers corresponding to the cells which is far from the goal tend to be smaller than the
classiﬁers corresponding to nearer cells. Therefore, the predicted payoﬀs and the prediction accuracy of each classiﬁer
whose the condition part is {left:corridor, right:corridor} and the action part is { right} becomes smaller by the update
after moving right from cell 5. The agent who selects the action of the maximum ﬁtness value repeats passing between
cells 5 and 6, unless and until that the ﬁtness value of the classiﬁers of moving left go over of the classiﬁers of moving
right correspond to cells 2 and 5. Similar mistakes occurs by the classiﬁers whose condition part is {left:corridor,
right:corridor} and the action part is { left}, therefore the ﬁtness of all classiﬁers whose condition part is {left:corridor,
right:corridor} converge a certain value even if the action parts are diﬀerent. Above discussion indicates that a match
set corresponding to an aliased state often includes multiple classiﬁers such that the ﬁtness values are in the same
range and the action parts are diﬀer from each other, after suﬃcient learning of classiﬁers.
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As mentioned above, the ﬁtness values of the classiﬁers corresponding to the aliased states in a POMDP converge
after the suﬃcient number of learning. By focusing on this feature, this paper proposes a method for discovering the
aliased states using ﬁtness values of the classiﬁers. That is, if a match set of a sensory information of an agent includes
distinct classiﬁers such that the ﬁtness values are in the same range and the action parts of them are diﬀer from each
other, then the corresponding environmental states are judged as aliased states. Speciﬁcally, let Fmax = max{cli.F|cli ∈
[M]}, [M]α ≡ {cli|cli.F ≥ Fmax, cli ∈ [M]}, and the agent observes the action part cli:A of a classiﬁer cli. If the subset of
the match set [M]α consists of classiﬁers such that all the action parts are same, then the corresponding environmental
state is judged as a non-aliased state, otherwise, the state is judged as an aliased state.
In XCSAT and ACSM, convergence of the ﬁtness value of the classiﬁers are required for judgement of aliased
states. Therefore, XCS and ACS2 are employed as a preliminary learning for eﬃcient learning of XCSAT and ACSM
using the internal memory, respectively.
3.2. Action selection at an aliased state
The sensory information and the action of an agent at each step are registered. By using the judgemental method
described previous subsection., if the current environmental state is judged as a non-aliased state based on the regis-
tered information, then the previous registered information is deleted. Conversely, if it is judged as an aliased state,
then the registered information is used for choosing an appropriate action.
Here, we describe the selection method of an action when the environment is judged as an aliased state at the t-th
step. For general description, assume that the sequential environmental states at t-th, (t − 1)-th,. . ., and (t − τ + 1)-th
steps are judged as aliased states, and the state at (t − τ)-th step is judged as a non-aliased state. Then, the agent
registers the sensory information of the environmental state at the (t − τ)-th step and the number of steps of the
sequential aliased states τ. Additionally, the agent registers the action history from (t − τ)-th step to t-th step in the
internal memory, though, the agent registers a compressed information instead of the action history suitable for the
intended problem, because the larger the number of τ the larger the required internal memory. The available action of
the agent in a two dimensional maze problem is one of the eight directions. To compress the action history during τ
steps is, for example, that the agent registers the relative position of the t-th period for the (t − τ)-th period such that
the total numbers of vertical and horizontal moving distances. That is, the agent registers the two dimensional vector
consists of the vertical and horizontal relative position.
Because of ACSM uses the registered information on the internal memory to select an appropriate action at aliased
states, a condition part of a classiﬁer of ACSM consists of a part corresponding to the current sensory information and
the registered information by an agent. Meanwhile, the agent selects an action by not using the registered information
if the current state is judged as a non-aliased state, therefore, each classiﬁer is decided whether belonging to a match
set or not by using only corresponding part to the current sensory information. After deciding which classiﬁers belong
to a match set [M], a single classiﬁer with maximum value of ﬁtness in [M] with a probability 1 −  and the agent
selects an action corresponding to the action part of the selected classiﬁer. With a probability , a single classiﬁer
belonging to [M] is randomly selected, and the agent selects a corresponding action. Let a set of the classiﬁers such
that have the equivalent action part and belong to the match set [M] be an action set [A].
As with ACS2, the genetic operation, one point crossover and the mutation, are executed on the condition part of
the classiﬁers belonging to the action set [A], and update the predicted payoﬀ cli.r, the prediction accuracy cli:q, and
the ﬁtness value cli.F of each classiﬁer cli by (1)–(3).
4. Numerical experiments
This paper executes numerical experiments with ACSM, ACS2, and XCSAT using 8 kinds of maze problems
shown in Figs. 3–6. The 8 kinds of maze problems are categorized by the number of cells, as 5 kinds of small scale
maze problems shown in Fig. 3 and 3 kinds of large scale maze problems shown in Figs. 4–6. In these maze problems,
the agent observes the information of the 8 cells (upper left, up, upper right, right, lower right, lower, lower left, and
left) which are around and the distance from the agent are one, respectively. The aim of the agent is obtaining the
optimal policy (action rules) to reach the goal through the shortest path.
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4.1. Experiments: small scaled maze problems
An agent starts moving from a randomly selected cell from the cells S or all cells except the cell G. The maze
problem woods102 shown in Fig. 3(e) includes four cells labelled “A1”. Such labels indicated in Fig. 3(a)–(e) mean
that the labelled cells are aliased states and the number of label means that the sensory information corresponding to
the cells with same numbers are same. The optimal action of each cell A1 of woods102 are upper right, upper left,
lower right, and lower left, respectively. Similarly, the optimal action of each cell A2 are up and lower, respectively.
Whereas the maze problem woods102 includes two cells labelled “a3”. Such labels using small letters means that the
sensory information and the optimal actions corresponding to the cells with same labels are same. Such cells in ﬁve
kinds of maze problems shown in Fig. 3 are indicated by the same labeling method.
(a)woods101
A1 A1
a2 a2
(e)woods102
A1A1
a3a3
A2
A1A1
a4a4
A2
(c)maze10
A3 A3
A1 A1
a5
a4
a5
a4
a5
a4
A2 A2 A2
(d)mazeF4(b)maze7
Fig. 3. Small scale maze problems
A single run consists of 1000 episodes, where one episode means that an agent moves from a cell to cell G. An
agent employees -greedy method for selection of an action, speciﬁcally, the agent selects an action corresponding to
the classiﬁer with the maximum predicted payoﬀ in the match set with a probability 1 − , and the agent randomly
selects a classiﬁer from a match set and selects an action corresponding to the chosen classiﬁer. The agents select
actions according to -greedy method with setting the probability  = 0.3 from 1st to 8000th episode and  = 0 from
8001st episode to 10000th episode. With respect to XCSAT and ACSM, from 1st episode to 2000th episode, XCS
and ACS2 is employed for the preliminary learning, respectively. Here, let one step be an agent moving once, and the
maximum number of the step of a single episode is 10000. That is, if an agent does not reaches the cell G, then the
agent is suspected of that fails to reach the cell G and make a transition to next episode. In the numerical experiments,
amount of the reward for achieving the Goal is set 100, and a parameter for discriminating an aliased state is set
α = 0.95. The value of the rest of are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters corresponding to the numerical experiments
Learning rate β = 0.2 Discount rate γ = 0.71
Probability of crossover 0.75 Probability of mutation 0.025
This paper measures the number of steps from the initial cell to the cell G, and let average number of steps be
the average value of the number of steps during the last 1000 steps for performance validation. Additionally, the
execution time required for the 10000 episodes of each experimental run. Each classiﬁer system is evaluated by the
average number of steps and execution time of 30 experimental runs. Average, the best, and the worst numbers of the
average number of steps and the execution times for 5 kinds of the small scale maze problems are shown in Table 3,
as the experimental result of using ACSM, ACS2, and XCSAT.
The experimental result using three kinds of classiﬁer systems are shown in Table 3, the highest performance of
each item is indicated in boldface. From Table 3, ACSM has the highest performance for all maze problems except
for woods102 in terms of the average number of steps, compared to ACS2 and XCSAT. In regard to woods102, the
performance of ACSM is nearly equal to of XCSAT. The execution time of each of ﬁve kinds of ACSM is shortest,
compared to ACS2 and XCSAT. From above mentioned experimental result, ACSM is more eﬃcient method for small
maze problems than the existing classiﬁer systems.
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Table 3. Experimental results(average number of steps, execution time)
Maze problem ACSM ACS2 XCSAT Average of number of shortest step
woods101
mean 2.73 15.35 2.79
best 2.60 6.24 2.63 2.45
worst 2.87 44.86 2.98
time 45.53 152.57 55.60
maze7
mean 4.42 99.04 4.53
best 3.91 45.53 3.95 3.70
worst 6.37 134.82 8.93
time 76.37 899.87 119.70
mazeF4
mean 4.78 295.03 5.25
best 4.14 220.58 4.42 3.90
worst 5.49 351.26 7.92
time 74.47 2070.70 114.40
maze10
mean 6.73 2080.18 6.89
best 5.47 1316.55 5.89 4.32
worst 8.24 3149.58 9.10
time 97.70 12582.20 158.83
woods102
mean 2.95 37.81 2.95
best 2.86 28.49 2.83 2.57
worst 3.44 45.22 3.48
time 53.30 338.73 64.27
4.2. Large scaled maze problems
This paper conducts more numerical experiments using three kinds of large scale maze problems, Lab1, Large
maze, Nevison maze shown in Figs. 4–6. The numbers of cells of these are 15×15, 20×20, and 30×30, respectively.
Fig. 4. Maze problem Lab1
(15×15)
Fig. 5. Maze problem Large maze (20×20)
Fig. 6. Maze problem Nevison maze (30×30)
These maze problems include aliased states, respectively as the small maze problems shown in Fig. 3. The optimal
policy for a maze problem becomes more diﬃcult to obtain for an agent if the number of aliased states becomes larger.
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Table 4 indicates the number of corridor cells and the number of aliased states which are included in each large scale
maze problem.
An agent starts from a randomly selected cell from S, and moves toward reaching the goal cell G go through the
shortest path. In the experiments using large scale maze problems, the discount rate is set as γ = 0.9, and other
parameters are set as shown in Table 2. The average number of the optimal steps from each cell S to the cell G of
the maze problems Lab1, Large maze, and Nevison maze are 14.50, 14.00, and 45.33, respectively. Nevison maze
is the largest maze problem in the numerical experiments in this paper, therefore, larger number of episodes for the
suﬃcient learning of rules is required compared to other maze problems. And the number of episodes for a single
experimental run is set three times of other experiments, 30000. By this modiﬁcation of the experimental condition,
the value of parameter  is set  = 0.3 during 1–24000 episodes, and  = 0 during 24001–30000 episodes. With
respect to ACSM, during 1–6000 episodes, ACS2 is employed for the preliminary learning. Similarly, the number of
episodes for performance validation is set three times of other experiments, that is the average number of steps during
last 3000 episodes, 27001–30000 episodes, is treated as the average number of steps at each experimental run.
In the large scale maze problems, a number of steps is sometimes required to reach the cell G. Therefore, in the
experiments using Lab1 and Large maze, an experimental run which is the average number of steps are smaller than
or equal to 100 and the execution time is less than or equal to 18000 seconds is interpreted as that it was successful,
otherwise, failure. In terms of Nevison maze, an experimental run which is the average number of steps are smaller
than or equal to 500 and the execution time is less than or equal to 72000 seconds is interpreted as that it was
successful. Average, the best, and the worst numbers of the average number of steps and the execution times for 3
kinds of the large scale maze problems are shown in Table 4, as the experimental result of using ACSM, ACS2, and
XCSAT. As Table 3, the highest performance of each item is indicated in boldface in Table 4.
Table 4. Experimental results of large scale maze problems(average number of steps, execution time)
Maze problem ACSM ACS2 XCSAT Average of number of shortest step
Lab1
mean 20.11 — 23.32
best 15.30 — 15.29
worst 34.93 — 49.36 14.50
time 3167.16 — 3900.32
Number of succeed 24 0 18
LargeMaze
mean 30.76 — 36.07
best 20.91 — 22.72
worst 57.32 — 56.63 14.00
time 3910.73 — 6464.25
Number of succeed 11 0 8
Nevison-maze
mean 142.84 — 160.89
best 58.72 — 64.23
worst 298.38 — 350.11 45.33
time 27778.23 — 36519.00
Number of succeed 13 0 3
From Table 4, all experimental runs using ACS2 fail to obtain the corresponding action rules. Compared with
XCSAT and ACSM, the execution time of ACSM are shorter, though the number of succeed of ACSM is larger than
XCSAT. Especially, the success probability of XCSAT for the largest scale maze problem, Nevison maze, is around
0.1, whereas, the probability of ACSM is larger than 0.4. In terms of the average number of steps, XCSAT and ACSM
are in the same range or ACSM has better performance than XCSAT. As mentioned in the previous subsection, the
performance of XCSAT and ACSM for the small scale maze problems are in the same range, though in case that
the scales of maze problems are large, ACSM has better performance than other existing classiﬁer systems, because
ACSM discriminates all aliased states more eﬃciently than other classiﬁer systems, and ACSM obtains the optimal
policy by using the history of the environment and the action of the agent based on the information of discriminated
aliased states.
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a classiﬁer system (ACSM; ACS2 with Memory) based on ACS2 including a discerning
method of the aliased states of POMDPs, and a obtaining method for the optimal policy by introducing internal
memory. Numerical experiments are executed by using ﬁve kinds of small scale and three kinds of large scale maze
problems which are often used as benchmark problems for POMDPs. The existing classiﬁer systems, ACS2 and
XCSAT, are executed for performance evaluation of ACSM. The experimental result indicate that ACSM has perfor-
mance in the same range for small scale maze problems as XCSAT, though the execution time os shorter than XCSAT.
In terms of large scale maze problems, ACSM has higher performance than XCSAT in spite of the execution time is
shorter. The average number of steps using ACS2 never converges the number of the shortest steps, however, ACSM
and XCSAT converge. From above mentioned experimental result, ACSM has capacity to deal with the POMDPs
such that ACS2 cannot deal with. Additionally, the execution time per a single experimental run of ACSM is the
shortest, in spite of the performance of ACSM is higher than or equal to XCSAT.
There is also the option to include a subheading within the Appendix if you wish.
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